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After Hugo left, Renee walked over and scanned Leon from head to toe, her 
expression strange. 

“What’s wrong, Miss Morrison? Why are you looking at me like that?” Leon 
asked in confusion and touched his face, feeling uncomfortable at her prying 
gaze. 

“Mister Wolf, you seem like an ordinary person, but you sure have guts. My 
uncle and the elders were all pressuring you into submission, yet you kept 
your composure and showed no fear at all. That’s hardly ordinary,” Renee 
complimented. 

Like the others, she assumed that Leon was merely a vice president and 
looked down on him. However, when Leon was in a discussion with Caleb, 
Jayden and the others pressured Leon into accepting a more favorable deal 
for the Morrisons. Still, Leon did not lose his composure and remained 
unwavering under the pressure. 

Renee was impressed, as Jayden and the elders were all in the Almighty 
State. 

Leon, on the other hand, was merely a young vice president of Cynthion 
Group. 

Considering his age, it was a shock that he managed to stand firm before the 
intimidating presence of a few martial artists in the Almighty State. 

With such determination and composure, Renee couldn’t help but respect 
him. 

“Miss Morrison, you’re too kind.” Leon smiled. 

Southern Boss could not defeat him. Though Caleb and the other elders in the 
Morrisons were all in the Almighty State, they were hardly at the Southern 
Boss’s level. 



Since even the Southern Boss could not harm him, Leon had no fear of Caleb 
and the others. 

“Mister Wolf, it’s no wonder that your chairman sent you here to meet with us. 

You are something! For a vice president to be this capable, your chairman 
must be even more brilliant,” Renee said, her curiosity about Leon rising once 
again. 

Birds of a feather flocked together, and if Hugh was capable, the person he 
worked for was likely even better. 

“Of course. Our chairman is far more brilliant,” Leon said, feeling like he was 
bragging. 

“If you compare your chairman to my brother, who’s better?” Renee’s interest 
was piqued. 

“They are more or less the same, I guess,” Leon smiled modestly. 

Through meeting with Hugo twice, Leon could tell that Hugo was perceptive 
with a sharp sense for business. Hence, he might not rival Hugo in terms of 
running a business. However, in terms of achievements in physical strength 
and skills such as medical skills and alchemical skills, Leon was far superior. 

He and Hugo both had their strengths and Leon was always a modest person, 
so he gave Renee a vague answer without bragging about his abilities since 
that was not how he did things. 

 


